Twilight (Warriors: The New Prophecy, Book 5)

Before there is peace, blood will spill blood...

New territory brings new troubles for the fierce cats of the warrior Clans, who are still uncovering the secrets of their new home around the lake. Dangers they have never faced before are lurking in the twilight shadows, and former allies are acting strangely hostile.

As divisions between the Clans grow deeper, Firestars daughters face troubling decisions. One is torn between loyalty to her calling and a forbidden love, while the other struggles with her best friends betrayal and the surprising perils of the forest. The choices they make now could affect ThunderClan for generations to come . . . and with an unexpected enemy preparing to attack, their courage and strength will be needed more than ever if the Clan is to survive.

My Personal Review:
When I first started reading the Warriors, I immediately got into a habit of non-stop Warrior Cats reading. When I got to this book, Twilight, it seemed that maybe when Erin Hunter was writing this book, she was filled with many wonderful ideas for her story. Mothwing is one of my favorite characters. Shes a shy, sly medicine cat, yet inside, shes ready to protest against her frightening, muscular brother, Hawkfrost. Squirrelflight changes her emotions and personality in this book; she begins to understand others, like Brambleclaw, Mothwing, and even Squirrelflight. The characters in this story are all interesting, though some stick out more than others. I simply couldnt but the book down! It was so suspenseful. When I put the book down, for the rest of the day I had questions such as: will Squirrelflight find the bravery and courage in her heart to forgive Brambleclaw? Will Mothwing ever stop depending on Lealpool, or will she give Starclan a chance? Will Brambleclaw not follow Tigerstars cruel
footsteps? Will Firestar understand that even though the prophecy warns that Bramblecalw and Squirrelflight cant be together, that they really need to? I picked up this book, read it, and it made me think more sophisticatedly, and I thought of different, unique ideas. The characters in this book sometimes are awkward, but they can also teach you lessons. For example, the elders remind the kits about Firestar when he was an apprentice and how he got in trouble by breaking the Warrior Code. He was punished, and now that he has learned his lesson, he follows the Warrior Code rules and he is a great leader. It really tells you that if you listen to the rules and make the right decisions, you will grow up better. Now, Crowfeather, in my mind, has made a giant change. When I first heard of him, when he was Crowpaw and he was a taunting bully to many cats in his clan and cats not in his clan. But after his journey to see the Tribe of Rushing Water and after seeing Midnight, I think that this made him change his ways by seeing how much cats needed him, seeing how many cats are in danger. He has chosen a good path, and now that he has, I just cant see him taking a bad path. The Warriors series is great and major things, changes, and secrets are revealed. The Warrior books are very fine, and out of 10, I give this specific book a 10!
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